











































































































































How do you introduce new employees to Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida, and help existing employees better under­
stand what the company is all about? Mike Johnson, Susan 
Porter and Bill Dodd talk about our new Corporate Orienta­
tion Program ... 
Departments 
6 EMPLOYEES ONLY -- Personal Computers are indispen­
sable tools for our business, but how well are we protecting 
our investment? Security Administration looks at the controls 
in place for data protection and answers some of the questions 
employees are asking about PC-Safe. 
8 FLORIDA FOCUS -- Babies & You classes offer prospective 
parents prenatal education for healthy babies; Recycling 
efforts continue and the results are positive; the Southern 
Region is improving customer service through Operation 
Retention. 
10 IN THE SPOTLIGHT --The Day of Champions, featuring 
Olympic gymnast Mary Lou Retton, brings BCBSF families 
together for a day of fun and festivities at Freedom Commerce 
Centre. 
Snapshots 
8 MANAGER'S MEMO -- What do employees want? 
9 CAREER CORNER -- Advancing in the age of change. 
16 FOR YOUR BENEFIT -- SelectFund improvements. 
16 ASPEN NOTES -- Node numbers 
18 ARA DINING NEWS --Thanks for responding to the survey. 





Susan Barnes, Catherine Carpenter, 
Bob Cooper, Bill Dodd, Mimi 
Gilbert-Quinn, Mel Hughes, 
Michael R. Johnson, Rick Kibler, 
Donna Lange, John Nunn, Susan 




















Harold B amett 
Profile is produced by the Public 
Relations division and printed by 
the award-winning Corporate Print 
Shop for the employees of Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. 
All rights are reserved. This 
magazine or parts thereof may not 
be reproduced in any form without 
permission. 
Copyright © 1991. 
1990Awards 
• Jacksonville Golden Image award 
for best magazine 
• Best Public Relations Printed 
Material, Florida Public 
Relations Association 
• Award of Distinction, magazine 
category, Florida Public Relations 
Association (state level) 
Gregg W. Parish, Customer 
Service Rep B, FC2 
Melissa L. Patrick, Claims 
Examiner C, FC2 
Kelly S. Patterson, Correspon­
dence Representative B, FC2 
Maria Pirkov, Image Entry Opera­
tor, HOC 
Kevin L. Porter, Customer Service 
RepB,FC2 
Elisha R. Presley, Additional 
Development Exam, FCl 
Theresa W. Rainey, Telephone 
Sales Associate, GIL 
Nancy J. Rand, Health Industry 
Analyst, UBM. 
Nancy J. Robertson, Claims 
Examiner A, HOC 
Charletta C. Robinson, Reception­
ist, Personnel, FCl 
Howard 0. Rochay, Claims 
Examiner, HOC 
Vickie L. Rohn, Customer Service 
RepB,FC2 
Randy L. Safrit, Secretary B, FTL 
Glenda S. Sellers, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Tracy L. Shoulders, Field Group 
Specialist, FTL 
Katherine L. Skube, Customer 
Service Rep B, FCl 
Eric F. Stratton, Clerk B, HOC 
Catherine R. Styers, Data Entry 
Operator, FC2 
Teresa D. Thompson, Claims 
Examiner A, HOC 
Lynn M. Tose, Clerk B, HOC 
Myra Trantham, Control Clerk B, 
HOC 
Ona J. Van Doran, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Esther W. Vinson, HR Informa­
tion System Technician I, HOC 
Mary K. Wade, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Dennis D. Wengery 
Lee A. Wilkerson, Customer 
Service Rep B, FC2 
Ronald L. Williams, Clerk B, 
Monica M. Wing, Clerk D, HOC 
Take a tour of your house 
or apartment next Satur­
day and see who can find 
the most safety hazards. 
Make it a family project to 
fix them during everyone's 
time off. 
Here are some clues to get 
you started: 
1. Loose carpet or stairs 
and throw rugs that aren't 
secured. Nail them down 
and secure with tape. Use 
nonskid pads under rugs. 
A void small rugs at the 
tops of stairs. 
2. Frayed cords on things 
like lamps, televisions, 
food processors, and irons. 
Replace them and replace 
any cracked plugs. 
3. Cords out in the open 
4. Grease build-up around 
the stove. Clean it. 
5. Potholders, cookbook, 
towel on or near burners. 
Move them. 
6. Burned-out light bulbs, 
especially in stairways and 
entrances. Replace them. 
7. Toys on the stairs, 
skates in the hallway, 
shoes left where they were 
taken off. Put them away. 
8. Emergency numbers for 
police, fire department, 
poison control center 
written on the tele_phone 
book in a drawer. Post 
them on or next to every 
phone. 
9. A bundle of oily rags in 
the corner of the base­
ment. Throw them out. 
that could trip someon�. 
�
, TAKE A BITE OUT OF Reroute around th� penm-
, �Ii:.. �RIME eter of the room usmg ex- · ® tension cords. ® Md,, .. "
Rudolph H. Carn, III, Driver, 
HOC 
Catherine A. Carpenter, HRIS 
Specialist, HOC 
awn M. Carrigan, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
�athleen A. Carruba, Correspon­
dence Representative B, FC2 
,tephanie D. Clark, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Kimberly D. Comerford, Com­
msation & Benefits Analyst, HOC 
rimothy B. Conley, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
)onna D. Cooper, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
:::bar.Jes D. Courson, Jr., Claims 
Service Rep Trainee, FCl 
reresa-E. Crowder, Secretary A, 
HOC 
Raymond D. Cryer-, Technical 
Analyst II,JMA 
latasha D. Curry, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Debbie A. Dalton, Customer 
Service Rep A, FCl 
Grisel Dejesus, Telephone Sales 
Associate, GIL 
Annette L. Fountain, Clerk B, 
HOC 
Kathy J. Freece, Correspondence 
Rep B,HOC 
Keith D. Gallon, Clerk B, HOC 
Theresa L. Gamble, Data Entry 
Operator, SWD 
Linda D. Gilson, Data Entry 
Operator, FC2 
Debora S. Hale, Customer Service 
Rep B,FC2 
Priscilla Dianne Hankerson, 
Human Resource Planning Special­
ist, HOC 
Monique A. Harris, Claims 
Examiner A, HOC 
Phillip Hartzell, Technical Analyst 
II, JMA 
Christine M. Hay, Project Leader, 
SWD 
Debra A. Heimerl, Supv. Claims 
and Customer Service, FC2 
ARA Services Corporate News 
Continuing its long, proud Olympics tradition, ARA Services 
will serve as the official food service manager of the 1992 
Olympics Games in Barcelona, Spain, says ARA Chairman 
and President Joseph Neubauer. ARA has served more than 
100,000 athletes from around the world during its more than 
two decades of Olympic service. In 1992, ARA will oversee all 
aspects of the food service operations at the three Olympic 
villages and the Media villages, where more than 20,000 
people will be served daily; as well as supervise the food 
service operations at the 42 Olympic venues and 300 points of 
service for the four million spectators expected to attend the 
Games. 
ARA Dining Services News 
Thank you for your comments on the food service survey. The 
Dining Service Improvement Team (which includes ARA man­
agement) is reviewing all survey comments .. The team will 
work to resolve any concerns revealed on the survey. Thanks 
again for your input! 
Amy M. Highfill, Claims Service 
Rep Trainee, FC 1 
Tracy A. Holston, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Brenda M. Howard, Secretary B, 
HOC 
Virginia Howard, Research Clerk 
A,JMA 
Sherry B. Humphreys, Clerk V, 
HOC 
Phyllis R. Ingram, Telephone 
Sales Associate, GIL 
Tammy L. Kehow, Claims Service 
Rep Trainee, FC2 
Sandra M. Kirkenmeier, Claims 
Service Rep Trainee, FCl 
Amanda J. Langford, Clerk B, 
HOC 
Tanya E. Laufenberg, Correspon­
dence Representative B, JMA 
Elaine S. Long, Additional Devel­
opment Exam, FC2 
Anitia R. Melton, Claims Service 
Rep Trainee, FCl 
Marte en Miller, Claims Examiner 
A,HOC 
Rhonda D. Miller, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
David P. Mitchell, Claims Service 
Rep Trainee, FC 1 
Catherine A. Moore, Claims 
Examiner A, HOC 
Kimberly R. Moore, Claims 
Examiner, HOC 
Stephanie H. Muesing, Claims 
Examiner A, HOC 
King D. Mungin, Control Clerk A, 
HOC 
Karen K. North, Claims Examiner 
A,HOC 
Dennis W. Nygard, Telephone 
Sales Associate GIL 
Adam J. Ooms, Telephone Sales 
Associate, GIL 
Barbara A. Parham, Medical 
Review Analyst RN, FCl 
FROM THE TOP 
A Good Beginning 
By Michael R. Johnson, vice president of Human Resources 
�s month, we will be 
/ introducing a comprehensive 
Corporate Orientation Program for 
employees. This new program is 
one way Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida can help employ­
ees understand how important their 
contributions are to the company's 
success. 
Our new Corporate Orientation 
Program is designed to give new 
employees the basic information 
they need to make a smooth 
adjustment to BCBSF. It will intro­
duce new employees to the history, 
vision, values and practices of the 
organization. Orientation will help 
employees understand the com­
pany, our business, and the indus­
try. 
Orientation is one result of the 
Human Resources Improvement 
Program that was begun in 1990. 
We conducted internal and external 
studies to determine what kind of 
orientation program would be most 
beneficial. We agreed that the most 
effective orientation would focus on 
new employees, but also would be 
very useful to existing employees. 
We think our new program is 
both strong and comprehensive. 
A strong orientation program 
gives us the opportunity to make a 
positive first impression and take 
advantage of new employees' 
enthusiasm. 
A comprehensive orientation 
program allows us to share impor­
tant messages about the company 
that will help existing employees 
feel more informed, more involved 
and more committed to helping the 
company achieve its goals. 
The program we have devel­
oped is going to be continually and 
carefully monitored to make sure it 
is effective and successful. 
We will involve the employees 
in the process and use their com­
ments and suggestions to "fine 
tune" the program over the next few 
months. 
We also will be training certain 
employees in the regions to conduct 
orientation in their areas. 
Our goal with this exciting new 
Corporate Orientation Program is to 
enhance organizational effective­
ness by providing all employees 
with a basic knowledge of the 
company. 
But our responsibility to 
employees doesn't end with a good 
orientation. We also will be 
working on other Human Resource 
improvements that you suggested 
would enhance BCBSF's manage­
ment of our most important asset -­
our employees. We will keep you 
informed as we make progress on 
these improvements.■ 
"We're very excited about 
our new Corporate Orienta­
tion Program for several 
reasons -- not only because it 
can help introduce new em­
ployees to the company, but 
also because it can help 
those of us who already work 
here better understand the 
company. 
"We think this program 
offers us great opportunities 
to enhance organizational 
effectiveness." 
-- Mike Johnson 
To learn more about 
our new Corporate 
Orientation Program 
and how it was devel­
oped, turn to page 4. 
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Valerie B. Saunders, Claims 
Service Rep. III, FC2 
Dawn M. Snowden, Operations 
Analyst Prov. Auto., HOC 
Diana E. Tomaino, Quality Anlst 
QC & Analy PBO, FC2 
Evelyn D. Turner, Cust. Service 
Rep. ACS/EMC, HOC 
15 years 
Kathryn W. Capps, Telemarketing 
Sales Rep., GIL 
Rone Ila S. Coney, Customer 
Service Rep B, TAM 
Gwendolyn R. Freeman, PSI 
Examiner, FC 1 
Debra S. Hannah, Professional 
Recruiter, HOC 
Darlene Johnson, Corres. Repre­
sentative B, SWD 
Rosemarie A. Lato, Claims 
Service Rep IV, FCl 
Susan A. Marculaitis, Customer 
Service Rep. B, FTM 
Jacqueline R. Tinney, Clerk E, 
JXM 
20 years 
Thelma L. Adkins-Smith, Medical 
Review Analyst FN, FCI 
Sandra P. Covington, Additional 
Development Exam., FC2 
Deborah K. Cummings, Operation 
Analyst II, FCl 
Lois A. De Voe, Micrographics 
Product Clerk, HOC 
John A. Floyd, Containment 
Analyst EDP, HOC 
Freddie M. Johnson, Drug Claims 
Examiner, FC 1 
Karen J. Jordan, System Control­
ler, HOC 
Joyce A. King, Clerk E., JXM 
25 years 
Barbara A. Carter, Customer 
Service Rep. B, FC2 
Nancy E. Keezer, Telemarketing 
Sales Rep, GIL, 
Fannie M. Thomas, Senior 
Advisor, FCl 
30 years 




We welcome the foUowing new 
employees -- hired through 
March 15 and noted by their job 
title and location -- to Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida: 
Sarita A. Adams, Image Entry Op­
erator, HOC 
Amber L. Allison, Clerk B, HOC 
Raul Almeida, Employee Relations 
Specialist, FCl 
Luce B. Ammons, Customer 
Service Rep B, FCl 
Mary K. Andrysiak, Senior Com­
pensation Analyst, HOC 
Carolyn M. Barker, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Cheryl A. Barnett, Secretary B, 
FCl 
Marie Beckham, Secretary B, 
HOC 
Jacquelyn E. Bevel, Customer 
Service Rep B, FC2 
Kimberly D. Bradsher, Clerk B, 
HOC 
Linda G. Brawley, Customer 
Service Rep B, FC2 
Lyn J. Brooks, Secretary A, HOC 
La'Shanda D. Brown, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Joanna L. Butler, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Julianne S. Cabral, Customer 
Support, HOC 
Kathy S. Canto, Secretary A, HOC 
BLUE CROSS AND BL 
SHIELD OF FLORID� 
CORPORATE OBJECT] 
These are the company's str 
objectives for 1991. Plans anc 
tives undertaken this year sh< 
in support of one or more of 
objectives: 
Excellent Service 
We will provide to our cust1 
predictable, understandable, 
free service that is consisten 
their expectations at purcha; 
that minimizes the need for c1 
involvement with paymer 
providers. 
Financial Strengtl 
We will maintain Blue Crm 
Blue Shield of Florida as a fin 
strong and competitive organ 
Market Share 
We will attain dominant pr 
market share consistent with f 
soundness, delivery of sup, 
service and our overall pro 
strategy. 
National Associatio 
We will support a strong, efJ 
national organization of pl 
Organizational 
Effectiveness 
We will develop and maint 
effective, highly motivatec 
productive organizatior 
Provider Relationsh 
We will create sustainable cc 
tive advantage through effe 
business relationships with pr1 
Public Understandi1 
We will gain public and gove 
tal understanding, acceptanc 
support of corporate policie! 
grams and actions. 
FOR YOUR BENEFIT 
�electFund Improvements 
The BCBSF Human Resources Division is commited 
to providing quality customer service programs to 
employees. The Compensation and Benefits Depart­
ment, in conjunction with Florida Combined Life and 
Pen-Wel, is pleased to announce two changes in the 
administration of the SelectFund program that will 
improve the quality of service provided to program 
participants. 
The following changes will improve the process-
ing of reimbursement checks for employees who par­
e in the SelectFund Dependent Care and Health Care Accounts. 
!n-Wel is now processing reimbursement checks on Tuesday of each 
In the past, reimbursement payments were processed every two 
!n-Wel will express mail checks to Florida Combined Life on 
ay evening. On Wednesday morning, checks will be delivered to a 
J.S. Post Office for mailing to the participant's homes. 
1ese changes are expected to significantly improve the reimburse­
>rocess, decreasing turnaround time by ten days to two weeks. 
1e SelectFund program provides an excellent opportunity for 
yees to save tax dollars on certain medical and dependent care 
;es. 
ease contact Compensation and Benefits for more detailed informa­
l SelectFund or any of the Blue Ribbon Benefits programs. Call 
79 1 -6923 or (904) 363-4624. 
ASPEN NOTES 
id an ASPEN refresher course or additional training? Leave a 
age in the System Manager's mailbox, #1000. 
en Networking is here! To send a message from your mailbox 
v other BCBSF ASPEN mailbox in the state, just follow these 
1. Record your message (press# at the end); 
2. Enter the node number and mailbox number; 
3. Enter any desired deliver options, (urgent, private, etc.); 
4. Press # to send the message. 
>EN node numbers for offices around the state are: 
Riverside Home Office Complex -- 220 
Freedom Commerce Centre -- 225 
Tamp a Metro Office -- 720 
Miami Metro Office -- 820 
*New Feature: Time and Date Playback* 
:.N will now tell you when each message was received or saved. 
�tivate this feature by entering '4', '2', '4' from the main menu. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Service 
Anniversaries 
The following individuals, with 
their job title and location noted, 
celebrated anniversaries in April: 
5 years 
Dee Dee M. Bethel, JR Health Care 
Auditor, MIA 
Joseph A. Bowman, Individual 
Underwriter, FC2 
Diana L. Cowan, Representative 
Provider Relations, LKD 
Kim M. Folckemer, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Angela J. George, Cust. Service 
Rep. ACS/EMC, HOC 
Nancy S. Greene, Data Analyst 
HOI,UBM 
Deborah A. Markum, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC 
Roylan Q. Poblete, Corres. Repre­
sentative B, HOC 
Lynell M. Richardson, Microgra­
phics Product Clerk, HOC 
Jacqueline D. Walton, Claims Ex­
aminer B., HOC 
Vanessa Y. West, Claims Exam­
iner B, HOC 
Alisha B. Wright, Claims Service 
Rep. I, FC2 
10 years 
Glenn A. Clingenpeel, Manager 
Government Programs, JPO 
Sabrina D. Holloway, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC 
Delfina L. McGriff, Claims 
Service Rep. III, FCl 
Nancy J. Prosser, Sr Systems 
Analyst, HOC 
Reginal P. Rogers, Director 
Marketing HMO, JAX 
"One change with the initial phase of orientation is 
that many of our corporate officers have expressed an 
interest in welcoming new employees. Also, the hiring 
managers and other company representatives will be 
invited to join new employees for breakfast their first 
morning at work. This change has been very well re­
ceived; it makes a great impression on new employees," 
says Susan Porter, project leader for the new Corporate 
Orientation Program. 
After new employees are welcomed and have 
completed all the necessary paperwork, they will go to 
their departments and meet their supervisors and co­
workers and begin to learn what their specific job duties 
are. Human Resources will be providing managers with 
additional support materials during this phase of orienta­
tion. In addition, beginning in June, each new employee 
will be "adopted" by an existing employee. "This 
element of orientation has worked very well for some of 
the other companies we looked at when designing our 
program," says Porter. 
The most signifcant 
difference with the new 
program involves the 
final phase -- a formal 
group orientation held 
all day every Friday. 
During this phase, all 
new employees and 
some existing employ­
ees will learn about 
BCBSF history, 
structure, values and 
philosophy. 
Bill Dodd "We need to provide 
employees with a useful, comprehensive overview that 
will help them understand the company and their role in 
it," says Dodd, who will initially be responsible for 
presenting much of the information in the last phase. In 
its early stages, this portion of the orientation will be 
mostly in a lecture form, although plans are to move to a 
more interactive process in the coming months. 
Mike Johnson, vice president of Human Resources, 
says Bill Dodd is a natural choice for presenting the 
organization overview. "Mr. Dodd's twenty years with 
the company qualify him as an excellent source of infor­
mation about everything from adhocracy to Zenger­
Miller," says Johnson. "We knew when designing this 
new program that we needed to take advantage of his 
knowledge of the company and the way it really works." 
Continued on next page ... 
Formal Group 
Orientation 
This phase is now a a day-long session. It will be 
held every Friday. The proposed schedule is: 
I. Welcome and introduction and review of 
acronyms 
II. History 
III. Executive staff profiles 
IV. Business and structure 
This section will look at: Managed Care • Social 
responsibility • Products and Services • Strategy and 
Objectives • Competing in the marketplace • 
Competitors • Market Segmentation • Adhocracy • 
Strategic Issues • Action Planning • Government 
Programs • Private Business • Market Segment 
Teams • Regionalization • Review of organizational 
charts • Function of Corporate Office and Support 
units 
V. Customer Service 
• Who is the customer? 
• Our customer service policies and practices 
VI. Discussion about relevant topics: 
Risk Management • Customer Service • Market 
Segment Teams • HRIP • Cost For Pricing • 
Corporate Planning Process • Corporate Objectives 
VII. System of Management/ 
Improvement Process 
Participative Management • Matrix Management • 
Management Principles and Disciplines • Corporate 
Improvement Process • Strategic Planning • How 
Leadership Differs From Management 
VIII. Communication 
Corporate Design Group • Types of Meetings • 
Formal Communication Tools •Publications • 
Meeting Evaluation Forms • 3x5 Cards 
IX. The employee's role 
Employment/Hiring Process (includes EEO) • 
Professionalism • What Employees Can Expect 
From BCBSF • What BCBSF Expects From 
Employees • Development Opportunities ([raining 





Orientation . . .  
Developing the overall Corpo­
rate Orientation Program took 
several months and involved exten­
sive research, says Porter. "This 
project grew out of the Human 
Resource Improvement Program. 
Our research showed there was 100 
percent agreement that BCBSF 
needed a formal, consistent and 
structured orientation program." 
With that degree of interest and 
need, developing an effective 
program became a top priority for 
the Human Resource Divison. They 
conducted interviews, held focus 
groups, looked at what other com­
panies were doing, and asked our 
own employees for suggestions 
about what kind of program to 
develop. 
"We were very careful to 
involve the organization in the 
process of developing this pro­
gram," says Dodd. "We even asked 
the Corporate Design Group to 
work through it with us to make 
sure all areas of the company had 
input and an opportunity to com­
ment." 
Porter says all the research 
clearly indicates that the best way 
to shape employee attitudes and 
build a sense of pride in the 
company is to start at the very 
beginning, with a new employee's 
first week on the job. 
"We're convinced that a good 
orientation program is a critical 
element if the company is to 
achieve its goal of organizational 
effectiveness," says Porter. "We 
think this program will really help 
new employees feel good about 
their decision to join the company, 
and most important, feel good about 
their role in its success." ■ 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
Don ' t Be  A S i tt ing Duck  . . .  




By Rick Sapp, 
Security Administration 
Some people still think personal computers (PCs) are nothing 
more than a glorified typewriter --
but nothing could be further from 
the truth. PCs are sophisticated 
pieces of equipment that play a 
crucial role in today's technologi­
cally advanced society. 
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida, about a thousand 
personal computers are used 
company wide for data processing, 
word processing and information 
storage. 
In the past, all the computer­
based information BCBSF used was 
physically stored on a very large 
capacity mainframe computer that 
had many controls in place. These 
controls determined who could use 
the information and how, and 
provided records of what each 
system user did while accessing 
corporate data. 
Those basic data security and 
integrity controls still are opera­
tional in the mainframe environ­
ment, but what happens when the 
same corporate data is transferred 
directly to a personal computer? Or 
created and keyed from source 
documents? Or taken from a SAS 
file that's really derived production 
data? 
Changes in our computer 
environment mean we also must 
make changes to computer security 
Did You Know? 
There is now an organization called Software Protection Agency. It 
represents many of the vendors of software we use here at BCBSF. 
In 199 1, they'll be focusing their security efforts in the Southeast. 
Their mission in life is to audit large companies for personal 
computer software that isn't licensed, sue them, and collect on behalf 
of the vendors. What would they find in your area ? 
Working It 
Out 
By Susan Barnes, 
Public Relations Intern 
Move to the left, 2-3-4, and to the right, 2-3-4. Now 
bend ... stretch; make it burn, 
burn! Work it out ! 
That's exactly what 32 
BCBSF employees did recently 
at the American Cancer Soci­
ety's "Workout to Beat Cancer" 
event held in Jacksonville. 
BCBSF won an award from 
the American Cancer Society 
for Outstanding Employee Par­
ticipation. Our corporate team 
raised more than $2,000; the 
money will be used to help area 
cancer patients and provide 








Tim Lyons moves to the beat (left). 
BCBSF won the "Outstanding Employee Par­
ticipation" award at the American Cancer 
Society's "Workout to Beat Cancer" event. 
The corporate team members were: Lucretia 
Peterson, Henderson Gamble, Cindy Forten­
be"y, Gale Bennett, Janet Mo"is, LouAnn 
Felix, Elsa Burresci, Leanne King, Pat 
Hughes, Bob Eagle, Faye Henderson, 
Denise O 'Rourke, Teresa Hay, Tajuanna 
Wright, Diseree Farrington, Kandace 
Norris, Cindy Lyons, Kathy Skehan, Michele 
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Right: Lanny Felder and Angie 
Fiedler, Facilities Project Coordina­
tor and Employee of the Quarter for 
the Real Estate and Facilities Plan-
King, Lisa WalJ 
Julia Cook, Ari 
Parbs, Michele 
Grady, Liz Had 
Tim Lyons, List 
Lehman, Patti 
Burns, Mary Bt 
Bennett, Miehe, 
Horst, Allison 
Vines and Tang 
Timmons 
Left: Fred Gatlin and Danny 
Levine, Shredding Operator 
and Employee of the Year for 
the Materials Management 
department. Above: Paul 
Chapman, Maintenance 
Technician and Employee of 
the Year in the Engineering 
and Maintenance department, 
with Mickey Rugg. 
Left: JohnL Bentley and Gail Lattimm 
Travel Coordinator and Employee oft} 
Year for the Purchasing and Travel De 
ment. Above: Lanny Felder and Elaim 
Godwin, Facilities Project Coordinato, 
Employee of the Year for the Real Esta 
and Facilities Planning department. 
River Run 
1991 
By Virginia Crawford, 
Public Relations Specialist 
&f.en I reached the Hart Bridge, I r:as freezing and all I wanted to 
• was finish," said Rick Kibler, 
·ector of Internal Audit and 1991 
ver Run participant. "Some races 
t downright boring, but this 
e .. .it was cold ! " 
But cold March weather didn't 
�vent 33 BCBSF employees from 
rticipating in the 15K run. Neither 
i it hinder runners from improving 
�ir running times from last year. 
"I finished it five minutes better 
m I did last year," said Debbie 
artin, manager of Cash Receipts 
d Disbursements. "Next year will 
even better. " 
Fred Gaudios, supervisor of 
rchasing and a 1991 Boston 
rrathon qualifier, ran the River 
1n in 60 minutes and 30 seconds. 
"Last year I ran it in about 64 
nutes; this year I wanted to break 
minutes," said Gaudios. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Bob Cooper ran his first 
River Run twelve years ago after 
training for only two weeks. 
"Before that time, I had run the 
grand total of zero miles during 
the previous five years," said 
Cooper. " I  completed that River 
Run in 96 minutes. It's not a 
world-record pace, but I wasn't 
the last one to finish either ! "  
The most difficult portion of 
the River Run was the run up the 
Hart Bridge. "I ran up the bridge 
at a snail's pace," said Kibler. 
The River Run itself "isn't as 
intimidating as everyone makes 
it out to be," said Cooper, "but 
the Hart Bridge, on the other 
hand, can intimidate even the 
best runner." 
Gaudios said it took him 
about five minutes to reach the 
top from the base of the bridge. 
"When I reached the top, I 
felt like I was running backwards 
-- but I think everyone else felt 
that way, too," he said. 
Congratulations to our 
BCBSF runners -- you're all win­
ners! ■ 
Photo by M ichele Kibler Kneeling, L-R: Barbara Greenberg, 
Debbie Martin, Anne Gaulden, Mary 
Ellen Barber, Barry Ferrio/, Darlene 
Waddell, Debbie Eason, Rick Kibler, 
Scott Stanfield, Susan Clay and 
Kevin Ferguson. Standing, L-R: Mario Rubio, Carl 
Goff, Billy Jones, John Bookstaver, 
Jim Gray, Dwight Scott, Henry 
Zittrower, Tim Fortin, Fred Gaudios, 
Scott Hightower, Dick Maloney, Paul 
Jennings, Tom Pobgee, Jeff 
Copeland, Forrest Philbrook, Brian 
Collie, Mike Myers, Bruce Stark, 
David Melton, Larry Reynolds, Bob 
Cooper and Henry Douglas. Not pic­tured: John Slattery, Leslie Hart, 
Phil Church, John Keene, Calvin 
Hoch, Scot Reid, Mark Johnston, 
Paul Rehfus, Ellen Puschak, 
Suzanne Mayer and Connie Ago­
tisco. 
to adequately preserve our com­
pany's valuable information. 
As a corporation we have a 
legal, moral and ethical responsibil­
ity to ensure adequate control over 
several kinds of information: 
• medical information related to our 
customers, 
• information critical to the success 
and mission of the individual areas 
and in tum the corporation, and, 
• information that may be related to 
the human resource processes 
involving employees. 
Computer Security Administra­
tion provides overall management 
of software that controls access to 
data regardless of where it is stored. 
Our job is to make sure information 
is not stolen, deleted, copied or 
altered. Your job is to understand 
how we do our job, and to help us 
preserve the information in your 
own area. 
If you are in management and 
have personal computers that 
support work in your division or 
department, there are a few ques­
tions you may want to ask: 
• Do you know what information 
is stored on personal computers in 
your area? 
• Are all the software packages on 
those personal computers 
licensed, and do you have the ap­
propriate documentation to verify 
this? 
• Are there any packages pur­
chased or obtained by your staff 
from an electronic bulletin board 
service that have not gone 
through the Corporate Virus 
Scanning software? (Office Auto­
mation uses this to scan all new 
corporate software for viruses before 
it is released for corporate use.) 
• Are your diskettes kept in a locked 
storage device? 
• Have any of your files ever been 
deleted? 
• Do all the personal computer users 
in your area routinely do backups of 
critical files? 
• Can anyone just walk up to a 
personal computer in your area and 
use it? 
• Is there power surge protection for 
each personal computer in your area? 
• Has PC-Safe been installed by your 
area representative? If you don't 
know who this is, call James Britton 
at (904) 791-6439.■ 
Questions Employees Are Asking About PC-Safe 
What is PC-Safe? 
PC-Safe is a personal computer access control software package. 
How carefully was this package tested by BCBSF? 
After it was selected, it was installed on approximately 200 personal computers and tested for several 
months before it was approved for installation on the remaining computers throughout the company. 
Who installed it on my computer? 
Individual representatives from all areas of the company received documentation and training about PC­
Safe, including how to install it in their areas. 
Tell me more about PC-Safe. Is it really all that safe? 
PC-Safe works on all IBM-compatible personal computers with MS-DOS as the operating system. It sup­
ports the controlled access of the personal computer itself and also limits access to one person, to a depart­
ment, to a division, to BCBSF personal computers, or to anyone. PC-Safe doesn't prohibit work or data 
exchange, doesn't destroy software, doesn 't destroy your hard disk, and won't set your personal computer 
or family automobile on fire. 
What other companies use PC-Safe? 
It is successfully used by Rockwell International, American Express, Union Oil, Martin Marietta, Security 
Pacific, and the State of California (who, by the way, uses it specifically in a personal health information 
system). 
It was laboratory tested by the National Security Agency and rated as a "trusted" system by the 
Department of Defense. Statistics from a recent survey by Computer Security Institute show that approxi­
mately 40 percent of companies surveyed already had a personal computer software security installed, 45 







By Virginia Crawford, 
Public Relations Specialist 
�irty-five BCBSF employees 
/ received certificates in April for 
completing the 9-week "Babies & 
You" prenatal education sessions. 
Brenda Short, corporate nurse for the 
Freedom Commerce Centre, Deer­
wood and Regional offices, taught the 
I -hour sessions, which were held at 
the Riverside Home Office Complex 
and at FCC. The classes will be 
offered again third quarter. 
FLORIDA Focus 
"The classes are for people 
who are thinking about or 
preparing for pregnancy," said 
Short. "Participants are instructed 
on everything related to prenatal 
education, such as pre- and post­
natal weight control and nutrition, 
genetics, complications of 
pregnancy, stress management, 
and growth and development of 
newborns and toddlers. "  
Lunch was provided for the 
participants, and they also were 
compensated by the company for 
the additional 30-minute lunch 
break. " 'Babies & You' demon­
strates the company's concern for 
the health and wellness of em­
ployees," says Short. "It's a great 
program." ■ 
MANAGER'S MEMO 
What do employees want? 
As it becomes more difficult to attract and keep good employees, you 
might want to remember why most people like their jobs. Most people 
want: 
• To be recognized as individuals. Get to know each employee's likes 
and dislikes. This enables you to work effectively with each person. 
• To have pride in their work. Be sure that all employees know how 
their efforts help the company's mission. Provide appreciation and 
praise for a job well done. 
• A sense of belonging. People cooperate more and produce more 
when they can identify with a successful group. 
• Fair treatment. Employees must feel that policies are fair and 
clearly communicated. They also must feel that policies are admini­
stered in a consistent way. 
• A climate that encourages employees to express ideas. Encourage 
people to come to you with their ideas. 
Source: Arthur R. Pell, "The Human Side," Dale Carnegie & Associ­
ates Inc ., 8 Fellowsworth Road, West Hartford, CT 06107. 
Health & Wellness 
Seminars 
Upcoming health-related 
sessions are "Smoking Cessa­
tion" (second quarter), "Babies 
& You" and "Weight Loss and 
Nutrition" (third quarter), and 
"Stress Management and Hearl 
Disease" (fourth quarter). 
Contact Brenda Short (363-
4632) or Earline McKinnie, 
corporate nurse, HOC (79 1 -
6438) for more information. 
Recycling 
Pays Off 
By Trish Sprinkle, 
Public Relations Intern 
�mks to you, BCBSFs 
/ ��cycling program continues to 
be a tremendous success. In 
January, we sent over 46 tons of 
trash to the city landfill. In March, 
we only dumped 28 tons. The rest 
was recycled. 
Three factors contributed to 
the drastic reduction in the amount 
of garbage going to the landfill. 
First, the Maintenance and Engi­
neering department began tracking 
more closely the amount of gar­
bage we generate, dump and 
recycle. Second, we are now 
sending all cardboard to the 
recycling plant. The last but most 
important factor is your efforts to 
recycle. We recycled 303 ,000 
pounds of paper and cardboard in 
the first quarter alone. 
Fine 
Designs 
Creative Services' Roger Morton and Vickie Robie 
earned recognition from the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Association 
for their artistic abilities. 
Morton earned an Excellence 
Award for the poster and brochure 
he designed to promote BCBSF's 
Toys For Tots program. 
Robie was recognized for a 
special publication she produced 
about the 1990 Awards Confer­
ence. 
Congratulations to both !■  
Quick Draw-s 
By Virginia Crawford, 
Public Relations Specialist 
Wtio are quicker at the draw 
,, �han Clint Eastwood or 
John Wayne? None other than 
two telephone-strappin', T-shirt 
totin' telephone operators in 
Medicare Part B.  
In February, when the 
Vickie Robie (left) and Roger 
Morton from Creative Graphics 
display their award-winning publi­
cation, poster and brochure. 
average operator answered 
approximately 1 ,550 calls, 
Osborn Murray and Christo­
pher Holt each answered more 
than 2,000 Medicare Part B 
inquiries. 
"They accomplished a goal 
most customer service represen­
tatives can only imagine," said 
Reagan Soots, Medicare Part B 
supervisor. 
Christopher Holt (left) and Osborn Murray receive T-shirts from 
Reagan Soots for their outstanding Medicare B customer service. 
Above:William Flaherty a 
Housh congratulate the No 
Region's employee of the quarte 
Cod 
Neat Job, Ni 
/n the Northwest Region, Nit: 
Cockerham, Provider Servi< 
representative, won Employee of 
Quarter honors for her work iden 
a state-wide systems problem tha 
occurred when the Independent C 
Laboratory Participation Prograrr 
implemented. 
Cockerham's excellent orgai 
tional skills, ability to follow thrc 
on tasks, initiative and motivatirn 
also recognized. Cockerham, wh 
serves as a resource person for Ct 
tamer Service and Marketing rep: 
tatives, has been with BCBSF for 
years. ■ 
erQual-Wise 
realth Industry analyst Sharon 
Wise proved that hard work, 
ication and teamwork pays off --
10, to be exact ! 
Wise was a member of a work 
up that determined whether 
�rQual -- a provision for more 
ngent guidelines for hospital 
11issions -- should replace the 
eria in use at that time. 
Wise was awarded $500 for de­
oping a systems specification 
t fits with the contract benefits, 
grams and operational guide­
�s currently in place in the TI 
lO system. 
"As a result of her nine months 
1ard work, InterQual implemen­
on was smooth as silk," said Bob 
>ok, vice president of Group 
es. 
Wise stressed that the implem­
ation was a group effort, and its 
cess "showed teamwork can 
k "  r . 
InterQual allows the company 
ncrease denials and reduce the 
nber of days per admission, 
ich will result in enormous 
·ings over a long period of time. 
s a standardized, nationally 
:epted criteria for preadmission 
tification, and is widely used and 
1erstood by hospitals and 
fSicians. ■ 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Sho-wering Custotners 
With Service 
By John Nunn, director of 
Superior Customer Service 
&Mtien our customers need us, we 
" :;spring" to the rescue. That's 
the attitude of twenty-on� people 
who were "caught doing something 
right." 
Each of the employees received 
a button from a peer or a customer 
in recognition of outstanding 
customer service. They were 
honored on the first day of Spring at 
a special luncheon. 
Larry Payne, vice president of 
Local Group, was the guest speaker. 
He talked about the workplace of 
the future and compared the 
challenges BCBSF faces to those 
faced by runner Roger Bannister in 
1937. "At the time, the 4-minute 
mile was considered impossible to 
attain," said Payne. "But through 
sheer determination and dedication, 
Bannister broke the barrier. In the 
next few years, the barrier was 
broken dozens, then hundreds of 
times. The lesson for us is that as 
individuals and as a company, we 
can achieve what we want to 
achieve, as long as we have belief 
and commitment and we ignore 
those who tell us it can't be done." 
Pete Taylor, director of Local 
Group Operations, was Master of 
Ceremonies. When he introduced 
the guest speaker, he mentioned 
that Payne "has five children 
ranging in age from 5 to 22 years 
old, and also has other hobbies." 
Patricia Loughery, Ruby 
Scott and Pam Klemm coordinated 
the luncheon, which is sponsored by 
the Customer Service Recognition 
Work Group. ■ 
Seated, L-R: Ethel George, Nancy Holton, Sheri Dubois, Gidget 
Parker. Standing, L-R: Eddie Torres, Laura Gerry, Bob Vance, 
Alice Lee, Clinton Law, Lynell Richardson, Paul Chapman, 
Joanne Nesmith, Lillian Felton, Linda Murray, Sherri Mikell, 
Horace Fisher, Ruby Cooley, Matthew Stuckey. 
Now we need to focus on 
reducing the volume of non-recy­
clable materials we use. "Our 
immediate goal is to recycle the 
most we can," says Mickey Rugg, 
manager of Engineering and 
Building Services. "Our long-term 
goal is to recycle as little as 
possible -- because we are better at 
purchasing and using materials." 
In 1990, BCBSF generated 
more than 1 ,729 tons of garbage. Of 
that, 629 tons were recycled and 
1, 100 went to the landfill. 
"We are making a concerted 
effort to reduce the amount of 
garbage we produce and send to the 
landfill," says Bob Hamilton, 
supervisor of Engineering. "Every 
employee should be thinking of 
additional ways to reduce paper use 
-- starting at their own work station. 
Working together, we can recycle 
and save paper for the good of the 
company, the community and the 
environment." ■ 
Month ly Results 










aJhat's one of the best ways to  let 
" �ustomers know BCBSF cares 
about them? By having regular, 
personal contact with them, that's 
how. This should come as no 
surprise, for just as a flower 
flourishes through the caring hands 
of a gardener, so do BCBSF 
customer relationships benefit from 
special attention. 
That's the philosophy behind 
the Southern Region's new cus­
tomer service improvement project 
known as "Operation Retention." 
Dick Smith shows community 
involvement is also good for business. 
This systematic program 
enables management in the South­
ern Region to have regular contact 
with customers. Supervisors, manag­
ers, directors and executive staff 
receive a weekly quota list of group 
decision-makers to call. They ask how 
the customers are, and check to see if 
there's anything BCBSF can do for 
them. 
"This kind of regular, proactive 
contact gives our customers a sense 
that we really do care about them," 
says Dick Smith, regional vice 
president. "The Southern Region has 
had some success in improving service 
during the last twelve months, as 
indicated through daily call reports, 
claims reports and customer surveys. 
We attribute this improvement to 
efforts like Operation Retention and 
other employee initiatives that help us 
improve service to our customers." ■ 
CAREER CORNER 
Achieving in the age of change 
If you want to get ahead in your work, learn what works. What worked five 
or ten years ago -- or even a few months ago -- if there's been a major 
change, may be passe: 
Author Robert D. Gilbreath, in Save Yourself! suggests: 
• Go for results. Be sure you're able to point to things that you've accom­
plished -- preferably measurable things. You can always take your results 
elsewhere if people in your own organization don't appreciate you. 
• Learn to move quickly. Quickness is important for managers, just as it is 
for basketball players, who learn to move from offense to defense instantly. 
Know about coming trends, biases and changes before everyone else does. 
Then respond quicker than they do. If your organization or boss has taken 
on a new direction, run fast in that new direction. 
• When facing a problem, capture its essence in one sentence. Don't allow 
challenges to become unnecessarily complex. 
• Look for little things that can make major differences. Don't overlook 
the obvious or the easy just because others have. 
• Ask questions that others don't. It's not naive or foolish to ask the 
questions that others are thinking about asking but don\ 
• Learn when to ignore that voice inside you that warns against innova­
tion. Don't be limited by the voice that's been telling you for years through 
parents and teachers and bosses to keep your mouth shut, obey, conform 
and follow. Know when to speak up. 
Source: Save Yourself! by Robert D. Gilbreath, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1221 
















The Day of Champions 
Photos and sto1'Py Virginia Crawford, Public Relations specialist 
You could almost hear the stirring Olympic theme echoing above the 
cheers and applause as the runners breathlessly crossed the finish line. 
And when the walkers completed Jh�ir one-mile trek, and the poster 
contest winnert,-�alked up to receive their medals
l
n the toughest o 
Olympians couldn't have felt more proud. 
Get the picture? Well, in case you don't, we've prov1 ed some for you. 
Ayproximately 1 ,000 employees and their families attended "The Day�f 
Ch�pions" at Freedom Commerce Centre when Olympic gymnast Mary 
L��Retton made a special-appearance, shared her inspirational comments 
., 




�. ' .. Ci\& 
A 
More than 430 BCBSF employees and their families participated in the 
I -mile Day of Champions Fun Walk. -
And the winners are... 9 
3-mile Fun Run: 
Men: 1st �lace, Scott Reed; 2nd pla�e. Tom Pobgee; 3rd place, Shawn 
Elliott. 
Women: 1st place, Ellen Puschak; 2nd place, Darlene Waddell; 3rd place, 
Annette Brew. �' \ • ,. 
Poster Contest: 
Tyler Payne, age 4; Todd Cfa&h, age 7; Jeni Herring, age 9; Adam Levine, 
age 10; Billy Wilson, age 12; and Tracy Davis, age 15. 








"ealth Industry analyst Sharon 
Wise proved that hard work, dedication and teamwork pays off --$500, to be exact! Wise was a member of a work group that determined whether InterQual -- a provision for more stringent guidelines for hospital admissions -- should replace the criteria in use at that time. Wise was awarded $500 for de­veloping a systems specification that fits with the contract benefits, programs and operational guide­lines currently in place in the TI 1500 system. "As a result of her nine months of hard work, InterQual implemen­tation was smooth as silk," said Bob 
Sebok, vice president of Group Sales. Wise stressed that the implem­entation was a group effort, and its success "showed teamwork can work." InterQual allows the company to increase denials and reduce the number of days per admission, which will result in enormous savings over a long period of time. It is a standardized, nationally accepted criteria for preadmission certification, and is widely used and understood by hospitals and physicians.■ 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Sho-wering Custotners 
With Service 
By John Nunn, director of 
Superior Customer Service 
AMhen our customers need us, we " :;spring" to the rescue. That's the attitude of twenty-on� people who were "caught doing something right." Each of the employees received a button from a peer or a customer in recognition of outstanding customer service. They were honored on the first day of Spring at a special luncheon. 
Larry Payne, vice president of Local Group, was the guest speaker. He talked about the workplace of the future and compared the challenges BCBSF faces to those faced by runner Roger Bannister in 1937. "At the time, the 4-minute mile was considered impossible to attain," said Payne. "But through 
sheer determination and dedication, Bannister broke the barrier. In the next few years, the barrier was broken dozens, then hundreds of times. The lesson for us is that as individuals and as a company, we can achieve what we want to achieve, as long as we have belief and commitment and we ignore those who tell us it can't be done." 
Pete Taylor, director of Local Group Operations, was Master of Ceremonies. When he introduced the guest speaker, he mentioned that Payne "has five children ranging in age from 5 to 22 years old, and also has other hobbies. " 
Patricia Loughery, Ruby 
Scott and Pam Klemm coordinated the luncheon, which is sponsored by the Customer Service Recognition Work Group. ■ 
Seated, L-R: Ethel George, Nancy Holton, Sheri Dubois, Gidget 
Parker. Standing, L-R: Eddie Torres, Laura Gerry, Bob Vance, 
Alice Lee, Clinton Law, Lynell Richardson, Paul Chapman, 
Joanne Nesmith, Lillian Felton, Linda Murray, Sherri Mikell, 
Horace Fisher, Ruby Cooley, Matthew Stuckey. 
Now we need to focus on reducing the volume of non-recy­clable materials we use. "Our immediate goal is to recycle the most we can," says Mickey Rugg, manager of Engineering and Building Services. "Our long-term goal is to recycle as little as possible -- because we are better at purchasing and using materials. " In 1990, BCBSF generated more than 1 ,729 tons of garbage. Of that, 629 tons were recycled and 1 , 100 went to the landfill. "We are making a concerted effort to reduce the amount of garbage we produce and send to the landfill," says Bob Hamilton, supervisor of Engineering. "Every employee should be thinking of additional ways to reduce paper use -- starting at their own work station. Working together, we can recycle and save paper for the good of the company, the community and the environment." ■  
Month ly Resu lts 
(pounds of paper and 
cardboard recycled) : 
February 
Other sites 






aJhat's one of the best ways to let " �ustomers know BCBSF cares about them? By having regular, personal contact with them, that's how. This should come as no surprise, for just as a flower flourishes through the caring hands of a gardener, so do BCBSF 
customer relationships benefit from special attention. That's the philosophy behind the Southern Region's new cus­tomer service improvement project known as "Operation Retention." 
Dick Smith shows community 
involvement is also good for business. This systematic program enables management in the South­ern Region to have regular contact 
with customers. Supervisors, n ers, directors and executive su receive a weekly quota list of g decision-makers to call. They a the customers are, and check tc there's anything BCBSF can do them. "This kind of regular, proa contact gives our customers a s that we really do care about the says Dick Smith, regional vice president. "The Southern Regic had some success in improving during the last twelve months, : indicated through daily call rep claims reports and customer sru We attribute this improvement efforts like Operation Retentior other employee initiatives that . improve service to our custome 
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Achieving in the age of change 
If you want to get ahead in your work, learn what works. What workc or ten years ago -- or even a few months ago -- if there's been a majo change, may be passe. Author Robert D. Gilbreath, in Save Yourself! suggests: • Go for results. Be sure you're able to point to things that you've ac1 plished -- preferably measurable things. You can always take your re elsewhere if people in your own organization don't appreciate you. • Learn to move quickly. Quickness is important for managers, just for basketball players, who learn to move from offense to defense ins Know about coming trends, biases and changes before everyone else Then respond quicker than they do. If your organization or boss has t on a new direction, run fast in that new direction. • When facing a problem, capture its essence in one sentence. Don't challenges to become unnecessarily complex. • Look for little things that can make major differences. Don't overlc the obvious or the easy just because others have. • Ask questions that others don't. It's not naive or foolish to ask the questions that others are thinking about asking but don'� • Learn when to ignore that voice inside you that warns against innc tion. Don't be limited by the voice that's been telling you for years th1 parents and teachers and bosses to keep your mouth shut, obey, confc and follow. Know when to speak up. 




By Virginia Crawford, 
Public Relations Specialist .. 
hirty-five BCBSF employees 
received certificates in April for 
pleting the 9-week "Babies & 
" prenatal education sessions. 
1da Short, corporate nurse for the 
dom Commerce Centre, Deer-
d and Regional offices, taught the 
ur sessions, which were held at 
o.verside Home Office Complex 
at FCC. The classes will be 
·ed again third quarter . 
FLORIDA Focus 
"The classes are for people 
who are thinking about or 
preparing for pregnancy," said 
Short. "Participants are instructed 
on everything related to prenatal 
education, such as pre- and post­
natal weight control and nutrition, 
genetics, complications of 
pregnancy, stress management, 
and growth and development of 
newborns and toddlers." 
Lunch was provided for the 
participants, and they also were 
compensated by the company for 
the additional 30-minute lunch 
break. '"Babies & You' demon­
strates the company's concern for 
the health and wellness of em­
ployees," says Short. "It's a great 
program." ■ 
MANAGER'S MEMO 
What do employees want? 
it becomes more difficult to attract and keep good employees, you 
ght want to remember why most people like their jobs. Most people 
nt: 
'o be recognized as individuals. Get to know each employee's likes 
i dislikes . This enables you to work effectively with each person. 
'o have pride in their work. Be sure that all employees know how 
:ir efforts help the company's mission. Provide appreciation and 
tise for a job well done. 
, sense of belonging. People cooperate more and produce more 
en they can identify with a successful group. 
air treatment. Employees must feel that policies are fair and 
arly communicated. They also must feel that policies are admini­
red in a consistent way. 
. climate that encourages employees to express ideas. Encourage 
>ple to come to you with their ideas. 
nee: Arthur R. Pell, "The Human Side," Dale Carnegie & Associ­
s Inc., 8 Fellowsworth Road, West Hartford, CT 06107. 
Health & Wellness 
Seminars 
Upcoming health-related 
sessions are "Smoking Cessa­
tion" (second quarter), "Babies 
& You" and "Weight Loss and 
Nutrition" (third quarter), and 
"Stress Management and Hearl 
Disease" (fourth quarter). 
Contact Brenda Short (363-
4632) or Earline McK.innie, 
corporate nurse, HOC (79 1 -
6438) for more information. 
Recycling 
Pays Off 
By Trish Sprinkle, 
Public Relations Intern 
�nks to you, BCBSF's 
/ ��cycling program continues to 
be a tremendous success . In 
January, we sent over 46 tons of 
trash to the city landfill. In March, 
we only dumped 28 tons. The rest 
was recycled. 
Three factors contributed to 
the drastic reduction in the amount 
of garbage going to the landfill. 
First, the Maintenance and Engi­
neering department began tracking 
more closely the amount of gar­
bage we generate, dump and 
recycle. Second, we are now 
sending all cardboard to the 
recycling plant . The last but most 
important factor is your efforts to 
recycle. We recycled 303,000 
pounds of paper and cardboard in 
the first quarter alone. 
Fine 
Designs 
Creative Services' Roger Morton and Vickie Robie 
earned recognition from the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Association 
for their artistic abilities. 
Morton earned an Excellence 
Award for the poster and brochure 
he designed to promote BCBSF's 
Toys For Tots program. 
Robie was recognized for a 
special publication she produced 
about the 1990 Awards Confer­
ence. 
Congratulations to both!■ 
Quick Draw-s 
By Virginia Crawford, 
Public Relations Specialist 
adiio are quicker at the draw 
,, �han Clint Eastwood or 
John Wayne? None other than 
two telephone-strappin', T-shirt 
totin' telephone operators in 
Medicare Part B. 
In February, when the 
Vickie Robie (left) and Roger 
Morton from Creative Graphics 
display their award-winning publi­
cation, poster and brochure. 
average operator answered 
approximately 1,550 calls, 
Osborn Murray and Christo­
pher Holt each answered more 
than 2,000 Medicare Part B 
inquiries. 
"They accomplished a goal 
most customer service represen­
tatives can only imagine," said 
Reagan Soots, Medicare Part B 
supervisor. 
Christopher Holt (left) and Osborn Murray receive T-shirts from 
Reagan Soots for their outstanding Medicare B customer service. 
Above:William Flaherty and Skip 
Housh congratulate the Northwest 
Region's employee of the quarter, Nita 
Cockerham. 
Neat Job, Nita 
/n the Northwest Region, Nita 
Cockerham, Provider Service 
representative, won Employee of the 
Quarter honors for her work identifying 
a state-wide systems problem that 
occurred when the Independent Clinical 
Laboratory Participation Program was 
implemented. 
Cockerham's excellent organiza­
tional skills, ability to follow through 
on tasks, initiative and motivation were 
also recognized. Cockerham, who also 
serves as a resource person for Cus­
tomer Service and Marketing represen­
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River Run 
1991 
By Virginia Crawford, 
Public Relations Specialist 
Bob Cooper ran his first 
River Run twelve years ago after 
training for only two weeks. 
"Before that time, I had run the 
grand total of zero miles during 
the previous five years," said 
Cooper. "I completed that River 
Run in 96 minutes. It's not a 
world-record pace, but I wasn't 
the last one to finish either ! "  
Photo by Michele Kibler 
Kneeling, L-R: Barbara Greenberg, 
Debbie Martin, Anne Gaulden, Mary 
Ellen Barber, Barry Ferrio/, Darlene 
Waddell, Debbie Eason, Rick Kibler, 
Scott Stanfield, Susan Clay and 
Kevin Ferguson. 
"'1en I reached the Hart Bridge, I 
" ;as freezing and all I wanted to 
do was finish," said Rick Kibler, 
director of Internal Audit and 1 99 1  
River Run participant. "Some races 
get downright boring, but this 
one .. .it was cold ! " 
But cold March weather didn't 
prevent 33 BCBSF employees from 
participating in the 15K run. Neither 
did it hinder runners from improving 
their running times from last year. 
"I finished it five minutes better 
than I did last year," said Debbie 
Martin, manager of Cash Receipts 
and Disbursements. "Next year will 
be even better." 
Fred Gaudios, supervisor of 
Purchasing and a 199 1 Boston 
Marathon qualifier, ran the River 
Run in 60 minutes and 30 seconds. 
"Last year I ran it in about 64 
minutes; this year I wanted to break 
60 minutes," said Gaudios. 
The most difficult portion of 
the River Run was the run up the 
Hart Bridge. "I ran up the bridge 
at a snail's pace," said Kibler. 
The River Run itself "isn't as 
intimidating as everyone makes 
it out to be," said Cooper, "but 
the Hart Bridge, on the other 
hand, can intimidate even the 
best runner. " 
Gaudios said it took him 
about five minutes to reach the 
top from the base of the bridge. 
"When I reached the top, I 
felt like I was running backwards 
-- but I think everyone else felt 
that way, too," he said. 
Congratulations to our 
BCBSF runners -- you're all win­
ners! ■ 
Standing, L-R: Mario Rubio, Carl 
Goff, Billy Jones, John Bookstaver, 
Jim Gray, Dwight Scott, Henry 
Zittrower, Tim Fortin, Fred Gaudios, 
Scott Hightower, Dick Maloney, Paul 
Jennings, Tom Pobgee, Jeff 
Copeland, Forrest Philbrook, Brian 
Collie, Mike Myers, Bruce Stark, 
David Melton, Larry Reynolds, Bob 
Cooper and Henry Douglas. Not pic­
tured: John Slattery, Leslie Hart, 
Phil Church, John Keene, Calvin 
Hoch, Scot Reid, Mark Johnston, 
Paul Rehfus, Ellen Puschak, 
Suzanne Mayer and Connie Ago­
tisco. 
to adequately preserve our com­
pany's valuable information. 
As a corporation we have a 
legal, moral and ethical responsibil­
ity to ensure adequate control over 
several kinds of information: 
• medical information related to our 
customers, 
• information critical to the success 
and mission of the individual areas 
and in tum the corporation, and, 
• information that may be related to 
the human resource processes 
involving employees. 
Computer Security Administra­
tion provides overall management 
of software that controls access to 
data regardless of where it is stored. 
Our job is to make sure information 
is not stolen, deleted, copied or 
altered. Your job is to understand 
how we do our job, and to help us 
preserve the information in your 
own area. 
If you are in management and 
have personal computers that 
support work in your division or 
department, there are a few ques­
tions you may want to ask: 
• Do you know what information 
is stored on personal computers in 
your area? 
• Are all the software packages on 
those personal computers 
licensed, and do you have the ap­
propriate documentation to verify 
this? 
• Are there any packages pur­
chased or obtained by your staff 
from an electronic bulletin board 
service that have not gone 
through the Corporate Virus 
Scanning software? (Office Auto­
mation uses this to scan all new 
corporate software for viruses be 
it is released for corporate use.) 
• Are your diskettes kept in a 10< 
storage device? 
• Have any of your files ever be 
deleted? 
• Do all the personal computer 1 
in your area routinely do backui: 
critical files? 
• Can anyone just walk up to a 
personal computer in your area : 
use it? 
• Is there power surge protectior 
each personal computer in your 
• Has PC-Safe been installed b) 
area representative? If you don' 1  
know who this is, call James Bri 
at (904) 79 1-6439.■ 
Questions Employees Are Asking About PC-Safe 
What is PC-Safe? 
PC-Safe is a personal computer access control software package. 
How carefully was this package tested by BCBSF? 
After it was selected, it was installed on approximately 200 personal computers and tested for several 
months before it was approved for installation on the remaining computers throughout the company. 
Who installed it on my computer? 
Individual representatives from all areas of the company received documentation and training about PC­
Safe, including how to install it in their areas. 
Tell me more about PC-Safe. Is it really all that safe? 
PC-Safe works on all IBM-compatible personal computers with MS-DOS as the operating system. It sup­
ports the controlled access of the personal computer itself and also limits access to one person, to a depart 
ment, to a division, to BCBSF personal computers, or to anyone. PC-Safe doesn't prohibit work or data 
exchange, doesn't destroy software, doesn't destroy your hard disk. and won't set your personal computer 
or family automobile on fire. 
What other companies use PC-Safe? 
It is successfully used by Rockwell International, American Express, Union Oil, Martin Marietta, Securit) 
Pacific, and the State of California (who, by the way, uses it specifically in a personal health information 
system). 
It was laboratory tested by the National Security Agency and rated as a "trusted" system by the 
Department of Defense. Statistics from a recent survey by Computer Security Institute show that approxi­
mately 40 percent of companies surveyed already had a personal computer software security installed, 45 
percent were in the process of installation, and the remaining 15 percent hadn't caught up with the rest of 
the pack. 
orporate 
rientation . . .  
Developing the overall Corpo­
! Orientation Program took 
,eral months and involved exten­
e research, says Porter. "This 
1ject grew out of the Human 
murce Improvement Program. 
r research showed there was 100 
cent agreement that BCBSF 
:ded a formal, consistent and 
1ctured orientation program." 
With that degree of interest and 
:d, developing an effective 
gram became a top priority for 
Human Resource Divison. They 
1ducted interviews, held focus 
,ups, looked at what other com­
ties were doing, and asked our 
n employees for suggestions 
mt what kind of program to 
•elop. 
"We were very careful to 
olve the organization in the 
cess of developing this pro-
m," says Dodd. "We even asked 
Corporate Design Group to 
rk through it with us to make 
e all areas of the company had 
ut and an opportunity to com­
nt. II 
Porter says all the research 
irly indicates that the best way 
:hape employee attitudes and 
ld a sense of pride in the 
ripany is to start at the very 
inning, with a new employee's 
t week on the job. 
"We're convinced that a good 
:ntation program is a critical 
nent if the company is to 
ieve its goal of organizational 
:ctiveness," says Porter. "We 
tk this program will really help 
1 employees feel good about 
r decision to join the company, 
most important, feel good about 
r role in its success." ■ 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
Don 't B e  A S i tt i ng  Duck  . . .  




By Rick Sapp, 
Security Administration 
Borne people still think personal computers (PCs) are nothing 
more than a glorified typewriter --
but nothing could be further from 
the truth. PCs are sophisticated 
pieces of equipment that play a 
crucial role in today's technologi­
cally advanced society. 
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida, about a thousand 
personal computers are used 
company wide for data processing, 
word processing and information 
storage. 
In the past, all the computer­
based information BCBSF used was 
physically stored on a very large 
capacity mainframe computer that 
had many controls in place. These 
controls determined who could use 
the information and how, and 
provided records of what each 
system user did while accessing 
corporate data. 
Those basic data security and 
integrity controls still are opera­
tional in the mainframe environ­
ment, but what happens when the 
same corporate data is transferred 
directly to a personal computer? Or 
created and keyed from source 
documents? Or taken from a SAS 
file that 's really derived production 
data? 
Changes in our computer 
environment mean we also must 
make changes to computer security 
Did You Know? 
There is now an organization called Software Protection Agency. It 
represents many of the vendors of software we use here at BCBSF. 
In 199 1, they'll be focusing their security efforts in the Southeast. 
Their mission in life is to audit large companies for personal 
computer software that isn't licensed, sue them, and collect on behalf 
of the vendors. What would they find in your area ? 
Working It 
Out 
By Susan Barnes, 
Public Relations Intern 
Move to the left, 2-3-4, and to the right, 2-3-4. Now 
bend ... stretch; make it bum, 
burn! Work it out! 
That's exactly what 32 
BCBSF employees did recently 
at the American Cancer Soci­
ety's "Workout to Beat Cancer" 
event held in Jacksonville. 
BCBSF won an award from 
the American Cancer Society 
for Outstanding Employee Par­
ticipation. Our corporate team 
raised more than $2,000; the 
money will be used to help area 
cancer patients and provide 







Tim Lyons moves to the beat (left). 
BCBSF won the "Outstanding Employee Par­
ticipation" award at the American Cancer 
Society's "Workout to Beat Cancer" event. 
The corporate team members were : Lucretia 
Peterson, Henderson Gamble, Cindy Forten­
berry, Gale Bennett, Janet Morris, LouA.nn 
Felix, Elsa Burresci, Leanne King, Pat 
Hughes, Bob Eagle, Faye Henderson, 
Denise O 'Rourke, Teresa Hay, Tajuanna 
Wright, Diseree Farrington, Kandace 
Norris, Cindy Lyons, Kathy Skehan, Michele 
- - - - - -
. 
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Right: Lanny Felder and Angie 
Fiedler, Facilities Project Coordina­
tor and Employee of the Quarter for 
the Real Estate and Facilities Plan-
King, Lisa Walker, 
Julia Cook, Arleen 
Parbs, Michele 
Grady, Liz Hadd, 
Tim Lyons, Lisa 
Lehman, Patti 
Burns, Mary Beth 
Bennett, Michele 
Horst, Allison 
Vines and Tangela 
Timmons 
Left: Fred Gatlin and Danny 
Levine, Shredding Operator 
and Employee of the Year for 
the Materials Management 
department. Above: Paul 
Chapman, Maintenance 
Technician and Employee of 
the Year in the Engineering 
and Maintenance department, 
with Mickey Rugg. 
Left: JohnL Bentley and Gail Lattimore, 
Travel Coordinator and Employee of the 
Year for the Purchasing and Travel Depart­
ment. Above: Lanny Felder and Elaina 
Godwin, Facilities Project Coordinator and 
Employee of the Year for the Real Estate 
and Facilities Planning department. 
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FOR YOUR BENEFIT 
SelectFund Improvements 
The BCBSF Human Resources Division is commited 
to providing quality customer service programs to 
employees. The Compensation and Benefits Depart­
ment, in conjunction with Florida Combined Life and 
Pen-Wel, is pleased to announce two changes in the 
administration of the SelectFund program that will 
improve the quality of service provided to program 
participants. 
The following changes will improve the process­
ing of reimbursement checks for employees who par­
ticipate in the SelectFund Dependent Care and Health Care Accounts. 
Pen-Wel is now processing reimbursement checks on Tuesday of each 
week. In the past, reimbursement payments were processed every two 
weeks. 
Pen-Wel will express mail checks to Florida Combined Life on 
Tuesday evening. On Wednesday morning, checks will be delivered to a 
local U.S. Post Office for mailing to the participant's homes. 
These changes are expected to significantly improve the reimburse­
ment process, decreasing turnaround time by ten days to two weeks. 
The SelectFund program provides an excellent opportunity for 
employees to save tax dollars on certain medical and dependent care 
expenses. 
Please contact Compensation and Benefits for more detailed informa­
tion on SelectFund or any of the Blue Ribbon Benefits programs. Call 
(904) 791-6923 or (904) 363-4624. 
ASPEN NOTES 
• Need an ASPEN refresher course or additional training? Leave a 
message in the System Manager's mailbox, #1000. 
• Aspen Networking is here! To send a message from your mailbox 
to any other BCBSF ASPEN mailbox in the state, just follow these 
steps: 1. Record your message (press# at the end); 
2. Enter the node number and mailbox number; 
3. Enter any desired deliver options, (urgent, private, etc.); 
4. Press# to send the message. 
• ASPEN node numbers for offices around the state are: 
Riverside Home Office Complex -- 220 
Freedom Commerce Centre -- 225 
Tampa Metro Office -- 720 
Miami Metro Office -- 820 
*New Feature :  Time and Date Playback* 
ASPEN will now tel l you when each message was received or saved. 
Activate this feature by entering '4', '2', '4' from the main menu. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Service 
Anniversaries 
The following individuals, with 
their job title and location noted, 
celebrated anniversaries in April: 
5 years 
Dee Dee M. Bethel, JR Health Care 
Auditor, MIA 
Joseph A. Bowman, Individual 
Underwriter, FC2 
Diana L. Cowan, Representative 
Provider Relations, LKD 
Kim M. Folckemer, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Angela J. George, Cust. Service 
Rep. ACS/EMC, HOC 
Nancy S. Greene, Data Analyst 
ROI, UBM 
Deborah A. Markum, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC 
Roylan Q. Poblete, Corres. Repre­
sentative B, HOC 
Lynell M. Richardson, Microgra­
phics Product Clerk, HOC 
Jacqueline D. Walton, Claims Ex­
aminer B., HOC 
Vanessa Y. West, Claims Exam­
iner B, HOC 
Alisha B. Wright, Claims Service 
Rep. I,FC2 
10 years 
Glenn A. Clingenpeel, Manager 
Government Programs, JPO 
Sabrina D. Holloway, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC 
Delfina L. McGriff, Claims 
Service Rep. III, FCl 
Nancy J. Prosser, Sr Systems 
Analyst, HOC 
Reginal P. Rogers, Director 
Marketing HMO, JAX 
"One change with the initial phase of orientation is 
that many of our corporate officers have expressed an 
interest in welcoming new employees. Also, the hiring 
managers and other company representatives will be 
invited to join new employees for breakfast their first 
morning at work. This change has been very well re­
ceived; it makes a great impression on new employees," 
says Susan Porter, project leader for the new Corporate 
Orientation Program. 
After new employees are welcomed and have 
completed all the necessary paperwork, they will go to 
their departments and meet their supervisors and co­
workers and begin to learn what their specific job duties 
are. Human Resources will be providing managers with 
additional support materials during this phase of orienta­
tion. In addition, beginning in June, each new employee 
will be "adopted" by an existing employee. "This 
element of orientation has worked very well for some of 
the other companies we looked at when designing our 
program," says Porter. 
The most signifcant 
difference with the new 
program involves the 
final phase -- a formal 
group orientation held 
all day every Friday. 
During this phase, all 
new employees and 
some existing employ­
ees will learn about 
BCBSF history, 
structure, values and 
philosophy. 
Bi l l  Dodd "We need to provide 
employees with a useful, comprehensive overview that 
will help them understand the company and their role in 
it," says Dodd, who will initially be responsible for 
presenting much of the information in the last phase. In 
its early stages, this portion of the orientation will be 
mostly in a lecture form, although plans are to move to a 
more interactive process in the coming months. 
Mike Johnson, vice president of Human Resources, 
says Bill Dodd is a natural choice for presenting the 
organization overview. "Mr. Dodd's twenty years with 
the company qualify him as an excellent source of infor­
mation about everything from adhocracy to Zenger­
Miller," says Johnson. "We knew when designing this 
new program that we needed to take advantage of his 
knowledge of the company and the way it really works." 
Continued on next page ... 
Formal Group 
Orientation 
This phase is now a a day-long session. It will be 
held every Friday. The proposed schedule is: 
I. Welcome and introduction and review of 
acronyms 
II. History 
III. Executive staff profiles 
IV. Business and structure 
This section will look at: Managed Care • Social 
responsibility • Products and Services • Strategy and 
Objectives • Competing in the marketplace • 
Competitors • Market Segmentation • Adhocracy • 
Strategic Issues • Action Planning • Government 
Programs • Private Business • Market Segment 
Teams • Regionalization • Review of organizational 
charts • Function of Corporate Office and Support 
units 
V. Customer Service 
• Who is the customer? 
• Our customer service policies and practices 
VI. Discussion about relevant topics: 
Risk Management • Customer Service • Market 
Segment Teams • HRIP • Cost For Pricing • 
Corporate Planning Process • Corporate Objectives 
VII. System of Management/ 
Improvement Process 
Participative Management • Matrix Management • 
Management Principles and Disciplines • Corporate 
Improvement Process • Strategic Planning • How 
Leadership Differs From Management 
VIII. Communication 
Corporate Design Group • Types of Meetings • 
Formal Communication Tools •Publications • 
Meeting Evaluation Forms • 3x5 Cards 
IX. The employee's role 
Employment/Hiring Process (includes EEO) • 
Professionalism • What Employees Can Expect 
From BCBSF • What BCBSF Expects From 
Employees • Development Opportunities (Training 
and Development, Posting Process and Policy) • Pay 
for Performance 
'--: · ... '; 
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Valerie B. Saunders, Claims 
Service Rep. III, FC2 
Dawn M. Snowden, Operations 
Analyst Prov. Auto., HOC 
Diana E. Tomaino, Quality Anlst 
QC & Analy PBO, FC2 
Evelyn D. Turner, Cust. Service 
Rep. ACS/EMC, HOC 
15 years 
Kathryn W. Capps, Telemarketing 
Sales Rep., GIL 
Ronella S. Coney, Customer 
Service Rep B, TAM 
Gwendolyn R. Freeman, PSI 
Examiner, FCl 
Debra S. Hannah, Professional 
Recruiter, HOC 
Darlene Johnson, Corres. Repre­
sentative B, SWD 
Rosemarie A. Lato, Claims 
Service Rep IV, FCl 
Susan A. Marculaitis, Customer 
Service Rep. B, FTM 
Jacqueline R. Tinney, Clerk E, 
DCM 
20 years 
Thelma L. Adkins-Smith, Medical 
Review Analyst FN, FCl 
Sandra P. Covington, Additional 
Development Exam., FC2 
Deborah K. Cummings, Operation 
Analyst II, FCl 
Lois A. De Voe, Micrographics 
Product Clerk, HOC 
John A. Floyd, Containment 
Analyst EDP, HOC 
Freddie M. Johnson, Drug Claims 
Examiner, FCl 
Karen J. Jordan, System Control­
ler, HOC 
Joyce A. King, Clerk E., JXM 
25 years 
Barbara A. Carter, Customer 
Service Rep. B, FC2 
Nancy E. Keezer, Telemarketing 
Sales Rep, GIL, 
Fannie M. Thomas, Senior 
Advisor, FCl 
30 years 
Doris P. Turner, Customer Service 
Rep. C, FCl 
New 
Employees 
We welcome the following new 
employees -- hired through 
March 15 and noted by their job 
title and location -- to Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida: 
Sarita A. Adams, Image Entry Op­
erator, HOC 
Amber L. Allison, Clerk B, HOC 
Raul Almeida, Employee Relations 
Specialist, FCl 
Luce B. Ammons, Customer 
Service Rep B, FCl 
Mary K. Andrysiak, Senior Com­
pensation Analyst, HOC 
Carolyn M. Barker, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Cheryl A. Barnett, Secretary B, 
FCl 
Marie Beckham, Secretary B, 
HOC 
Jacquelyn E. Bevel, Customer 
Service Rep B, FC2 
Kimberly D. Bradsher, Clerk B, 
HOC 
Linda G. Brawley, Customer 
Service Rep B, FC2 
Lyn J. Brooks, Secretary A, HOC 
La'Shanda D. Brown, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Joanna L. Butler, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Julianne S. Cabral, Customer 
Support, HOC 
Kathy S. Canto, Secretary A, HOC 
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE 
SHIELD OF FLORIDA'S 
CORPORATE OBJECTIVES 
These are the company's strategic 
objectives for 199 1 .  Plans and initia­
tives undertaken this year should be 
in support of one or more of these 
objectives: 
Excellent Service 
We will provide to our customers 
predictable, understandable, hassle­
free service that is consistent with 
their expectations at purchase and 
that minimizes the need for customer 
involvement with payment to 
providers. 
Financial Strength 
We will maintain Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida as a financially 
strong and competitive organization. 
Market Share 
We will attain dominant private 
market share consistent with financial 
soundness, delivery of superior 
service and our overall provider 
strategy. 
National Association 
We will support a strong, effective 
national organization of plans. 
Organizational 
Effectiveness 
We will develop and maintain an 
effective, highly motivated and 
productive organization. 
Provider Relationships 
We will create sustainable competi­
tive advantage through effective 
business relationships with providers. 
Public Understanding 
We will gain public and governmen­
tal understanding, acceptance and 
support of corporate policies, pro­
grams and actions. 
17 
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Rudolph H. Carn, III, Driver, 
HOC 
Catherine A. Carpenter, HRIS 
Specialist, HOC 
Dawn M. Carrigan, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Kathleen A. Carruba, Correspon­
dence Representative B, FC2 
Stephanie D. Clark, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Kimberly D. Comerford, Com­
pensation & Benefits Analyst, HOC 
Timothy B. Conley, Image Entry 
Operator, HOC 
Donna D. Cooper, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
Char.Jes D. Courson, Jr., Claims 
Service Rep Trainee, FCl 
Teresa-E. Crowder, Secretary A, 
HOC 
Raymond D. Cryer, Technical 
Analyst II, JMA 
Natasha D. Curry, Claims Exam­
iner A, HOC 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Debbie A. Dalton, Customer 
Service Rep A, FCl 
Grisel DeJesus, Telephone Sales 
Associate, GIL 
Annette L. Fountain, Clerk B, 
HOC 
Kathy J. Freece, Correspondence 
Rep B,HOC 
Keith D. Gallon, Clerk B, HOC 
Theresa L. Gamble, Data Entry 
Operator, SWD 
Linda D. Gilson, Data Entry 
Operator, FC2 
Debora S. Hale, Customer Service 
Rep B,FC2 
Priscilla Dianne Hankerson, 
Human Resource Planning Special­
ist, HOC 
Monique A. Harris, Claims 
Examiner A, HOC 
Phillip Hartzell, Technical Analyst 
II, JMA 
Christine M. Hay, Project Leader, 
SWD 
Debra A. Heimerl, Supv. Claims 
and Customer Service, FC2 
ARA Services Corporate News 
Continuing its long, proud Olympics tradition, ARA Services 
will serve as the official food service manager of the 1992 
Olympics Games in Barcelona, Spain, says ARA Chairman 
and President Joseph Neubauer. ARA has served more than 
100,000 athletes from around the world during its more than 
two decades of Olympic service. In 1992, ARA will oversee all 
aspects of the food service operations at the three Olympic 
villages and the Media villages, where more than 20,000 
people will be served daily; as well as supervise the food 
service operations at the 42 Olympic venues and 300 points of 
service for the four million spectators expected to attend the 
Games. 
ARA Dining Services News 
Thank you for your comments on the food service survey. The 
Dining Service Improvement Team (which includes ARA man­
agement) is reviewing all survey comments .. The team will 
work to resolve any concerns revealed on the survey. Thanks 
again for your input! 
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FROM THE ToP 
A Good Beginning 
By Michael R. Johnson, vice president of Human Resources 
�s month, we will be 
/ introducing a comprehensive 
Corporate Orientation Program for 
employees. This new program is 
one way Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida can help employ­
ees understand how important their 
contributions are to the company's 
success. 
Our new Corporate Orientation 
Program is designed to give new 
employees the basic information 
they need to make a smooth 
adjustment to BCBSF. It will intro­
duce new employees to the history, 
vision, values and practices of the 
organization. Orientation will help 
employees understand the com­
pany, our business, and the indus­
try. 
Orientation is one result of the 
Human Resources Improvement 
Program that was begun in 1990. 
We conducted internal and external 
studies to determine what kind of 
orientation program would be most 
beneficial. We agreed that the most 
effective orientation would focus on 
new employees, but also would be 
very useful to existing employees. 
We think our new program is 
both strong and comprehensive. 
A strong orientation program 
gives us the opportunity to make a 
positive first impression and take 
advantage of new employees' 
enthusiasm. 
A comprehensive orientation 
program allows us to share impor­
tant messages about the company 
that will help existing employees 
feel more informed, more involved 
and more committed to helping the 
company achieve its goals. 
The program we have devel­
oped is going to be continually and 
carefully monitored to make sure it 
is effective and successful. 
We will involve the employees 
in the process and use their com­
ments and suggestions to "fine 
tune" the program over the next few 
months. 
We also will be training certain 
employees in the regions to conduct 
orientation in their areas. 
Our goal with this exciting new 
Corporate Orientation Program is to 
enhance organizational effective­
ness by providing all employees 
with a basic knowledge of the 
company. 
But our responsibility to 
employees doesn't end with a good 
orientation. We also will be 
working on other Human Resource 
improvements that you suggested 
would enhance BCBSF's manage­
ment of our most important asset -­
our employees. We will keep you 
informed as we make progress on 
these improvements. ■ 
"We're very excited at 
our new Corporate Orien 
tion Program for severe 
reasons -- not on ly becaw 
can help i ntroduce new e 
ployees to the company, 
also because it can hel 1  
those of us who already V\ 
here better understand ti 
company. 
"We th ink th is progra 
offers us great opportunit 
to enhance organ ization 
effectiveness . "  
- - Mike Johnson 
To learn more about 
our new Corporate 
Orientation Program 
and how it was devel­
oped, turn to page 4. 
PoH NO T f E I N lT ( s 
Feature Story 
How do you introduce new employees to Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida, and help existing employees better under­
stand what the company is all about? Mike Johnson, Susan 
Porter and Bill Dodd talk about our new Corporate Orienta­
tion Program ... 
Departments 
EMPLOYEES ONLY -- Personal Computers are indispen­
sable tools for our business, but how well are we protecting 
our investment? Security Administration looks at the controls 
in place for data protection and answers some of the questions 
employees are asking about PC-Safe. 
FLORIDA FOCUS -- Babies & You classes offer prospective 
parents prenatal education for healthy babies; Recycling 
efforts continue and the results are positive; the Southern 
Region is improving customer service through Operation 
Retention. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT --The Day of Champions, featuring 
Olympic gymnast Mary Lou Retton, brings BCBSF families 
together for a day of fun and festivities at Freedom Commerce 
Centre. 
Snapshots 
MANAGER'S MEMO -- What do employees want? 
CAREER CORNER -- Advancing in the age of change. 
FOR YOUR BENEFIT -- SelectFund improvements. 
ASPEN NOTES -- Node numbers 
ARA DINING NEWS -- Thanks for responding to the survey. 
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Take a tour of your house 
or apartment next Satur­
day and see who can find 
the most safety hazards. 
Make it a family project to 
fix them during everyone's 
time off. 
Here are some clues to get 
you started : 
1 .  Loose carpet or stairs 
and throw rugs that aren't 
secured. Nail them down 
and secure with tape. Use 
nonskid pads under rugs. 
A void small rugs at the 
tops of stairs. 
2. Frayed cords on things 
like lamps, televisions, 
food processors, and irons. 
Replace them and replace 
any cracked plugs. 
3. Cords out in the open 
4. Grease build-up around 
the stove. Clean it. 
5. Potholders, cookbook, 
towel on or near burners. 
Move them. 
6. Burned-out light bulbs, 
especially in stairways and 
entrances. Replace them. 
7. Toys on the stairs, 
skates in the hallway, 
shoes left where they were 
taken off. Put them away. 
8. Emergency numbers for 
police, fire department, 
poison control center 
written on the telephone 
book in a drawer. Post 
them on or next to every 
phone. 
9. A bundle of oily rags in 
the corner of the base­
ment. Throw them out. 
that could trip someone_. 
�
• TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
Reroute around the penm-
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